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Cash Value vs. Death Benefit in Life Insurance
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In his classic work Becoming Your Own Banker, Nelson Nash claims that the 
standard approach to life insurance has things backwards. Consumers have 
been taught to get their desired death benefit for as little outlay as possible. 
Yet Nash argues that people’s need for finance while alive is more urgent than 
their need for a benefit check when dead. In this context, then, Nash concludes 
that a consumer should buy a life insurance policy that maximizes premium 
payments and minimizes the (initial) death benefit. In this article I’ll explain 
this seemingly counterintuitive approach, because it underlies Nash’s Infinite 
Banking Concept (IBC).

The Conventional Approach to Life Insurance
Typically, an insurance agent will size up a potential client (let’s assume he’s a 
man) and estimate his “human life value”—how much he is worth alive, rather 
than dead. In this respect, the client is appraised from the point of view of his 
survivors; his income-generating capacity is obviously relevant, but so too is 
the sentimental value he provides in his role as husband and father (supposing 
he is married with children). Once the agent has come up with a ballpark 
estimate of the client’s human life value, this is the amount of death benefit for 
which the man should be underwritten, if he wants to be “fully insured.” After 
all, most people wouldn’t take out merely a $100,000 fire insurance policy on 
a house that would cost $300,000 to replace; they would want to fully insure 
their home. By the same token, if it would take $800,000 to “replace” the 
economic support the man offers his family, then the life insurance agent will 
insist the man get a policy with this amount of death benefit coverage.

Incidentally, to say that the death benefit “replaces” the man obviously 
doesn’t mean in a full literal sense. Yet this is no different from the case of 
fire insurance: If your house burns down and you lose family photos and other 
items of sentimental value, the check from the fire insurance company won’t 
fully indemnify you in this case, either. Nonetheless, there is definitely a sense 
in which you can “fully insure” the “value” of your home with a fire insurance 
policy of appropriate size. By the same token, we can meaningfully speak of 
“human life value” while recognizing that money can’t buy everything.

Once the client agrees on how much death benefit he wants to purchase, the 
next step—in the typical process—is to find the cheapest way to obtain such 
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coverage. In other words, the client wants to obtain 
the desired death benefit with the smallest possible 
out-of-pocket contributions in the form of premium.

So far as it goes, there is nothing wrong with the above, 
typical approach to life insurance. Human life value 
is an incredibly important concept, and responsible 
individuals—especially if they are the breadwinners 
in a marriage and extra especially if they have young 
children—should obtain adequate death benefit 
coverage immediately, to the extent that others are 
relying upon their earning capacity. Furthermore, 
given that you are going to lock in a certain amount of 
death benefit coverage, you obviously will want to do 
so on good terms, without “overpaying” for it.

Nelson Nash Flips the Conventional Wisdom
Yet ironically, Nelson Nash’s IBC flips the above 
priorities. IBC is implemented through life 
insurance—specifically, dividend-paying whole 
life insurance. Yet it focuses on the so-called living 
benefits of whole life, rather than the death benefit. 
Nash focuses on the “banking” qualities of a whole 
life insurance policy; these are what allow you to 
“become your own banker.”

Not all insurance policies are created equal. Even 
if we consider just a whole life insurance policy, 
and even if we set the out-of-pocket cash flows at a 
given schedule (with specified dollar contributions in 
various years, throughout the life of the policy), there 
are still different ways of structuring the whole life 
policy. Depending on how the policy is designed, the 
policy can either start with a high death benefit and 
low cash value, which then grows slowly. Or, on the 
other end of the spectrum, the policy can start with a 
low death benefit and a high cash value, which grows 
quickly over time. To repeat, you can achieve these 
different outcomes—or anything in between—with 
the same out-of-pocket cashflow from the owner into 
the policy over the years.

If a client wants an insurance policy that takes full 
advantage of the “living benefits,” then the policy 
should be designed in such a way that the cash value 
growth is maximized. The necessary downside of 
this construction is that the death benefit won’t be as 

high as it otherwise would have been, with a policy 
requiring the same cashflow but enjoying lower cash 
value growth.

The reason such “Nelson Nash policies” or “IBC 
policies” favor cash growth—at the expense of (initial) 
death benefit—is that the size of the policy loan the 
company will offer, is limited by the cash value of 
the policy at that point. Since the whole rationale 
of IBC is to “borrow from yourself” (by taking out 
policy loans tied to the whole life policy), rather than 
borrowing from outside lenders, the constraint on 
implementing IBC is always the total available cash 
value in the whole life policy (or policies) that the 
individual owns.

Death Benefit Still Important, and Useful in 
IBC
I should stress just to avoid any confusion: Someone 
who implements IBC must not jeopardize the death 
benefit necessary to provide conventional protection 
for his or her dependents. In other words, just because 
a “Nelson Nash policy” minimizes the death benefit, 
doesn’t mean that the death benefit is irrelevant.

In particular, many younger people who start out 
with a modest IBC-structured policy will also carry 
(say) a 20- or 30-year term life insurance policy. 
This is because if the person happens to die only a 
few years into the IBC process, he or she may not 
have accumulated enough death benefit to replace the 
human life value.

However, someone who implements IBC aggressively 
will eventually find that the death benefit becomes 
quite significant, replacing the term policy when it 
expires. The well-funded whole life policy can then 
provide excellent flexibility for retirement (or what 
Nash prefers to call “passive income”) and it opens 
up options for estate planning because the death 
benefit check(s) pass income tax-free to the named 
beneficiaries.

The PUA Rider
The specific mechanism by which a policy can tilt 
toward cash value accumulation vs. (initial) death 
benefit is the Paid Up Additions (PUA) rider. The 
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PUA rider is appended to a base policy, allowing 
the owner to make separate contributions above and 
beyond the contractual premium necessary to keep 
the base policy in force.

When the owner makes a PUA contribution, 
technically what’s happening is that he buys a “mini” 
policy that is fully “paid up” (hence the name). When 
a life insurance policy is “paid up,” it means that the 
owner doesn’t have to put in any more money; the life 
insurance company is now on the hook to send the 
death benefit check when the insured dies (or when he 
reaches the age of maturity, such as 121 years).

A Simple Numerical Example
To understand how a PUA changes things, let’s first 
walk through the logic of a base policy without a PUA 
rider. Suppose a 25-year-old woman has taken out a 
whole life insurance policy with a premium of $5,000 
per year, and for which the contract requires premium 
payments throughout the entire life of the policy. In the 
early years, the cash value associated with the policy 
will rise year after year (with the $5,000 payments of 
the base premium), but the increase will be sluggish. 
However, if the woman is in decent health, she will 
get a nice death benefit corresponding to this outlay 
of annual premiums.

The reason for this pattern—an initially high death 
benefit but sluggish growth of cash value—is that 
the woman probably won’t die for many years; 
remember, she’s in good health and is opening the 
policy at age 25. Contractually, the young woman 
is on the hook for plugging in $5,000 each year she 
sticks around. Actuarially speaking, the insurance 
company expects that by the time it will have to send 
a death benefit check to her beneficiary, it will have 
received many payments of $5,000 from her, which 
will all have been rolling over earning returns from 
their respective moments of receipt. This is why 
the insurance company is willing to agree to offer a 
sizable death benefit (from the moment the contract 
starts) in exchange for her promise to send annual 
$5,000 payments as long as she stays alive.

Now let’s think about the cash value. First of all, how is 
it calculated? The textbook formula says that the cash 

value is the actuarially expected, present discounted 
value of the future death benefit to be paid, minus 
the flow of remaining premium payments. In plainer 
language, the cash value is the “spot lump sum value 
right now” of the big death benefit payment that will 
come at an uncertain time, minus the “spot lump sum 
value right now” of the smaller premium payments 
that will last for an uncertain length of time.

As time passes and the woman faithfully makes her 
premium payments, the cash value grows. This makes 
sense, according to the formula we just described: 
With each passing year, the (uncertain) payment of 
the death benefit gets closer, and so its present value 
increases. In addition, the (uncertain) number of 
remaining premium payments to the company goes 
down by one, and the entire schedule of payments 
is shifted closer by one year, thus decreasing their 
present value. The first number gets bigger, while the 
second number gets smaller. The cash value is the first 
number minus the second number, so obviously each 
passing year makes the cash value go up.

Now here’s the subtle but crucial point: Early on, 
when the woman is still in her late 20s say, these two 
effects exist but they’re not very potent. To see the 
role played by the PUA, though, we just need to focus 
on why the second effect (concerning the stream of 
remaining premium payments) is not potent, early on. 
I’m going to simplify things a bit to make the math 
easier, but it will get the point across well enough, 
to simply assume that the woman will die for sure 
at age 80. That means that when she first opened the 
policy at age 25, the company expected it would get 
55 annual installments of the $5,000 premium.

But now the woman gets through the first year; she 
pays her first premium and lives to see age 26. What 
happens to the present value of the expected string of 
remaining premium payments? Instead of having 55 
looming payments, the company now expects it will 
receive only 54. The difference in the present value 
of those streams however is much lower than $5,000, 
because what’s “falling out” is the very-distant $5,000 
payment that was 55 years in the future (and which is 
now only 54 years away).
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For those who are comfortable with calculations, the 
two different valuations are performed the following 
way, where r is the interest rate used to turn future 
dollars into present dollars:

Table 1. Why Cash Value Grows Slowly, Early On

When 
Woman Is…

Present Value of Remaining 
Premium Payments If Assume 
Death Occurs at Age 80

Age 25 $5,000/(1+r) + $5,000/(1+r)2 + … + 
$5,000/(1+r)54 + $5,000/(1+r)55

Age 26 $5,000/(1+r) + $5,000/(1+r)2 + … + 
$5,000/(1+r)54

Notice in Table 1 that the two streams of remaining 
premium payments are identical, except for the last 
term in the top row: $5,000/(1+r)55. Bear with me; 
we’ll soon see why this ends up being important to 
understanding the PUA.

To repeat, early in the base whole life policy, the 
passage of years doesn’t make the cash value jump 
very much, even though the woman is paying the 
contractual base premium of $5,000. The contribution 
to the cash value coming from the reduction in the 
spot value of the remaining premium payments is very 
weak, early on, because the terms that are “dropping 
out” of the formula are heavily discounted. With our 
specific example, if the interest rate r is 5 percent, then 
the spot value of the remaining premium payments 
only drops by $5,000/(1.05)55 ≈ $342.

To be clear, this $342 is not the only thing contributing 
to an increase in the cash value; we also have to 
account for the fact that the death benefit is one year 
closer. (Note also that we are totally ignoring the 
overhead costs—including agent commission—that 
in the real world will affect the cash value an owner 
is promised in the actual contract. Here we’re keeping 
things as simple as possible by just looking at a 
few textbook issues.) But it is the valuations of the 
remaining premium payments that matter so much for 
the PUA rider, which is why we’re focusing just on 
this one component of the cash value formula.

Now that we’ve seen what happens early in the 
policy, let’s zoom to the end, right before the woman 

is expected to die:

Table 2. Why Cash Value Grows Faster, Later In the 
Policy

When 
Woman Is…

Present Value of Remaining 
Premium Payments If Assume 
Death Occurs at Age 80

Age 78 $5,000/(1+r) + $5,000/(1+r)2 
Age 79 $5,000/(1+r)

At this point, there are far fewer premium payments 
left (in an actuarially expected sense, which for 
simplicity we are here representing by the assumption 
that she dies at age 80 for sure). When the woman 
is 78, and then makes another premium payment to 
carry her to age 79, the term that “drops out” is now 
only discounted by two years, not 55 years as was the 
case when she first opened the policy at age 25.

With the same interest rate of 5 percent, the change in 
the two streams in Table 2 is $5,000/(1.05)2 ≈ $4,535, 
which is about thirteen times greater than occurred 
in Table 1. What this illustrates is that as the woman 
goes from age 78 to age 79, the increase in the cash 
value due to the fact that one of the premium payments 
has “dropped out” is $4,535, whereas when she went 
from age 25 to age 26, the “dropping out” of that last 
premium payment only made her cash value go up by 
$342.

Back to the PUA Rider
We demonstrated in the previous section that if a 
woman aged 25 were willing to commit to a lifetime 
stream of $5,000 annual premium payments, then she 
would get a large death benefit, but the cash value 
would rise very slowly early on in the policy, and 
would only pick up steam years later.

In contrast, suppose instead she makes “one-off” 
arrangements each year with the insurance company, 
where she gives them $5,000 for a fully paid-up policy. 
In other words, rather than her $5,000 payments 
each year being part of a long string of contractually 
necessary premium payments, suppose instead each 
payment buys a self-contained, fully funded, “mini” 
policy.
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There are two main implications of this new approach. 
First, the death benefit associated with each “mini” 
policy will be much lower than what the insurance 
company promised for the base policy. This is because 
with the fully funded mini policies, the woman is not 
on the hook to give any more money. (That’s why the 
mini policies are “paid up.”) The insurance company 
has the $5,000, and expects it can put that money to 
work in its portfolio until the woman dies at age 80, 
but that’s all the incoming funds it will get for this 
specific (mini) policy. Therefore, it is obvious that the 
death benefit associated with this particular policy, 
will be much much lower than what was promised 
for a base whole life policy with a $5,000 premium 
but where the contract calls for a lifetime of premium 
payments. 

On the other hand, the cash value of the mini policy 
will shoot up very quickly with that first premium 
payment, because it is the first and the last premium 
payment. Remember the take-away message from 
the previous section, with our Tables 1 and 2: The 
passage of a year (and the payment of a premium) 
contributed more to the increase in cash value, as 
the last remaining premium payment got closer and 
closer.

But since the mini policies are fully paid up after one 
premium payment, right out of the starting gate the 
woman only has one remaining payment to make. It’s 
as if she’s already age 78, rather than age 25, in terms 
of our Tables above. Her $5,000 payment toward the 
mini policy causes a large increase in the cash value 
(which starts at $0 before she’s put in any money), 
which is much larger than what happens if she takes 
out a standard whole life policy with a lifetime base 
premium of $5,000.

What we have just described in loose, intuitive terms 
is how the PUA rider can supplement a traditional, 
base whole life policy in order to make it more 
suitable for IBC. For a desired total out-of-pocket 
contribution into the policy, a greater or smaller share 
can be earmarked for the contractual base premium, 
with the remainder entering in the form of a PUA 
contribution. The more heavily the policy tilts toward 
the PUA, the lower the initial death benefit but the 

bigger the jump in cash value year after year. On the 
other hand, the more heavily the policy tilts toward 
base premium, then the higher the initial death benefit 
but the smaller the jump in cash value year after year.

Conclusion
Whenever I write articles describing the mechanics of 
whole life insurance policies, I am forced to choose 
between simplicity and realism. There are many 
factors I left out of the analysis in the above, and even 
my numerical example was not quite how actuaries 
would break down the problem. But I hope I have 
given the reader at least an intuitive understanding of 
how the PUA rider transforms an ordinary whole life 
policy into one that is specially configured as an “IBC 
policy.”

As always, these discussions highlight the importance 
of interested individuals finding qualified financial 
professionals to answer their specific questions and 
design insurance policies tailored to the specific 
circumstances of their households or businesses. 
This is precisely why my colleagues and I set up the 
IBC Practitioner’s Program. The graduates are listed 
here: www.InfiniteBanking.org/Finder. I strongly 
encourage any reader interested in IBC to find 
someone on this list to discuss matters further.
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Twenty Nineth in a monthly series of  Nelson Nash’s 
personally written Becoming Your Own Banker © 

lessons. We will continue these lessons until we have 
gone through the entire book. 
PART III Lesson 5 HOW TO START BUILDING 
YOUR OWN BANKING SYSTEM

Content: Page 45, Becoming Your Own Banker Fifth 
Edition

Now, let’s see how we are tracking with the concept.  
While looking at Table 1 on page 45, note that both 
twins could finance a $10,550 trade-in package at the 
end of the third year.  

Question: If they need to trade cars at this point, 
should they use their systems, as depicted, to do so?

Answer: Yes, provided that they both play “honest 
banker” with themselves, i.e. make payments of 
$3,030 per year back to their respective systems, plus 
continue to capitalize them for the full seven years.

Question:  If they both do this, what will happen to all 
the performance numbers below year three?  

Answer:  The numbers, in both cases will increase 
because the car payments of $3,030 per year are 
slightly better earnings than the 5 1/2% interest that 
the C/D is paying, and that the general portfolio of 
the insurance company is paying.  It is just like the 
extra two cents for the can of peas in the grocery store 
example in Part One of this course.

Note that a $21,100 car financing package could be 
handled at the end of year seven in both methods.

Question:  If they both did so, what should the 
payments be to each system?

Answer: $6,060 (or $520.00 per month).

Question:  If they both did so, what would happen to 
the results below that point in the schedule?

Answer:  They would both improve for the reasons 

cited earlier -- but Method E would improve more 
than Method D because it is earning both interest and 
dividends.

Remember that both parties could elect to pay $7,000 
per year -- in which case the figures in both examples 
would increase even more.  The “extra payment” 
would not be taxable to either system and would go 
directly to the “bottom line” -- increasing the capital 
that could be put to use for the benefit of each and 
thus, increase the total yield.  But –Method E would 
accelerate faster because of earning both interest and 
dividends for the benefit of the policy owner.

Why does Method D have better net figures during 
the seven years of capitalization?

Because, in Method D, the fact that the bank went 
through a long and costly process of getting established 
has been left out of the scenario.

In Method E the policy owner is starting a business 
that never existed before.  There is always a cost of 
starting up a conventional bank.  The life insurance 
company is simply, in effect, an administrator of the 
plan.  Earnings (dividends) and interest (guaranteed 
cash values) both go to the policy owner.  But the 
long-range results do not show up until much later.

Again, compare the numbers at the end of year 51 
in the schedule.  Subtract the small number from 
the large number ($964,638 minus $258,827).  The 
answer ($705,811) is what the stockholder at the bank 
earned if it were compounded without taxation over 
that time frame.  

Now do you see why the banker went through that 
gory mess that was described in Part One?

We have covered the basics of what the Infinite 
Banking Concept is all about and you have seen a 
common example of how it works.  In Part Four we 
will look at an example of business use of the concept.  
Be sure to bring an extra pair of socks for it because 
“it will knock your socks off!”
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The following financial professionals joined or 
renewed their membership to our Authorized 
Infinite Banking Concepts Practitioners team this 
month:

You can view the entire practitioner listing on our 
website using the Practitioner Finder.
IBC Practitioner’s have completed the IBC Practitioner’s 
Program and have passed the program exam to ensure 
that they possess a solid foundation in the theory and 
implementation of IBC, as well as an understanding 
of Austrian economics and its unique insights into our 
monetary and banking institutions.                       
The IBC Practitioner has a broad base of knowledge to 
ensure a minimal level of competency in all of the areas a 
financial professional needs, in order to adequately discuss 
IBC with his or her clients.

• Tony Coccarelli, Richardson, Texas
• Timothy Bogert, Rochester, Michigan
• Pedro A. Palicio, Coral Gables, Florida
• Chris Bay, Lawrence, Kansas
• Harry Smallwood, Columbus, Ohio
• Scott Guldin, North Huntingdon, Pennsylvania
• Mary Chow Ivanovic, Toronto, Ontario
• William Curtis, Weston, Florida
• Brent Kesler, Port Orange, Florida
• Glen Zacher, Edmonton, Alberta
• Mark Benson, Crystal City, Missouri
• Paul Fugere, West Springfield, Virginia
• Robert Schilly, Crystal City, Missouri
• Kirk Hortel, Phoenix, Arizona
• Dane Abrigana, Granite Bay, California
• Erica Neal, Hurst, Texas
• Frank Riedel IV, Raleigh, North Carolina
• Jerold Wood, Robertsdale, Alabama
• Jon Webster, Chandler, Arizona

https://infinitebanking.org/finder/
http://infinitebanking.org/finder/
http://infinitebanking.org/finder/
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This online video series for the general public  provides a 
comprehensive introduction to the Infinite Banking Concept.

The first four modules are free, you can view them here: infinitebanking.org/
foundations 

The remaining eight modules are subscription-based, costing $49.95 for all eight. 

Or contact an Authorized IBC Practitioner and ask for a coupon code 
that will enable you to watch all twelve modules FREE.

Module 1:  Introduction to the Nelson Nash Institute

Module 2:  What the Infinite Banking Concept Is

Module 3, Part 1:  How IBC Works

Module 3, Part 2:  Policy Loans & The Nature of Collateral

Module 3, Part 3:  How to Read a Policy Illustration

Module 4:  Why Nelson Calls It The Infinite Banking Concept

Module 5:  The Life Insurance Industry

Module 6:  Why Not Buy Term and Invest the Difference?

Module 7:  Using IBC to Pass Wealth to Future Generations

Module 8:  The MEC Rule and Policy Design 

Module 9:  Does IBC Work for Older People? 

Module 10, Part 1:  IBC for the Business Owner

Module 10, Part 2:  IBC for the Business Owner

Module 11, Part 1:  Using Your IBC Policy: Premiums, Dividends, and Policy Loans 

Module 11, Part 2:  Using Your IBC Policy: Premiums, Dividends, and Policy Loans

Module 12:  IBC as a Way of Life

Contact an Authorized IBC Practitioner and ask for a coupon code 
that will enable you to watch all twelve modules FREE.

https://infinitebanking.org/foundations//
https://infinitebanking.org/foundations//
https://infinitebanking.org/finder/
https://infinitebanking.org/foundations/
https://infinitebanking.org/foundations/
https://infinitebanking.org/foundations/
https://infinitebanking.org/foundations/
http://
https://infinitebanking.org/foundations/
https://infinitebanking.org/finder/

